
Powerful

Meet the  
newest member 
of your team -  
iTero® Element 2

I’m here to help you do what you do - only better.  
With faster processing and clearer imaging, I can help 
transform your digital workflow and your chairside 
consultations, so you can help your patients visualise 
their new smiles - and say “yes” to treatment.
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Learn more at iTero.com
To schedule a demonstration, contact us via  
iTeroAPAC@aligntech.com

*Scan times vary and depend on individual experience. Data on file at Align Technology.
**With a fully charged battery, the user can scan for 30 minutes without having to plug in for power.
***Chairside milling requires a separate piece of equipment. 

Your intuitive  
digital solution.

Visualise a  
better practice.

Next Generation 
Processor

Reduced scan processing  
and faster start-up time - 
perform a full arch scan in as 
little as 60 seconds*

Uninterrupted 
Scanning

Long-lasting, rechargeable 
battery for easy mobility from 
room to room without plugging 
in or rebooting** 

Stunning Colour 
Imaging

Enhanced colour offers a more 
thorough look at your patients’ 
oral health 

Together, we can streamline your workflow. 

  Restorative and orthodontic workflows

  Optimised Invisalign® connectivity

  Visualisation tools

  iTero TimeLapse

  Invisalign Outcome Simulator

  Progress Assessment

  Chairside milling integration***

High-Definition  
Visuals

Sleek and slim 21.5" monitor, 
16:9 widescreen viewing 
format, and improved resolution 
for highly detailed images 

Ergonomic  
Wand Placement

Designed with a centre-
mounted wand cradle for easy 
ergonomics during scanning 

Smarter  
Scanning

Improved wand touchpad is as 
intuitive as gesturing on your 
smartphone; use the touchpad 
to switch between scanning 
segments or rotate the model 
on screen


